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11 . I~TRODl~CTION
Any insurance plan consists of a sequence of payments every year (or
some other fixed time interval) in return for certain death benefits.
The ~enefits may take the form of a wide variety of insurances or an-
nuities. For simplicity, we will assume that premiums and benefits are
paid annually. In this paper, we investigate the appropriateness of this
type of plan. ~aturally, appropriateness of any plan cannot be measured
without an optimality criteria. Three such criteria, which are statis-
tical in nature, are introduced in this paper. For the principal "safety"
criterion ~hich we use, the optimal premium are those which minimize a
certai~ "profit variance" subject to a familiar profit constraint. ~.]e
also develop a "profitability" criterion and then solve an associated
opti=ality problem.
Our main results state that if the sequence of present values of
total benefits is nonincreasing, then the profit variance is minimum when
the insured pays a net single premium at once, and if this cannot be done,
the insured should payoff the policy as early as possible.
2. ~OTATIO~ A..~D PROBLE~1 FOR)fVLATION
In this section, we formulate the problem for a simple situation.
It is assumed that a client aged x is to receive some benefit at the
end of the year of his (or her) death. In return, the client promises
to pay annual premiums while he is living. We assume that the mortality
2of the population of lives to which the client belongs is known and we
put
klq = P{subject aged x dies between ages x + k and x + k + I}
x
for k = O,I,2, ... ,w - x-I, where w is an upper limit on the age
variable. For convenience and without loss of generality, we take w = ~
Of course, we assume that k1q satisfies
I x 1 .
Let Pk- 1 = premium payment at the beginning of the k-th year,
k = 1,2,3, ... ;
~k-l present value of premium pa)~ents up to and including
the k-th payment, k = 1,2,3, ..• ;
and ;k-l = present value of death benefit if death occurs between
ages x + k - 1 and x + k, k = 1,2,3, ...•
For example, if the annual effective rate of interest is i > 0 ,
and v -1(1 + i) , then p =
t
t
L:
k=O
t = 0,1,2, .... If the
benefits constitute a whole life insurance policy, then
t = 0,1,2, ...•
For a term insurance policy with term period of n years,
t = O,l, .•. ,n - 1 and
insurance,
Q = 0
r't '
t ~ n • For an n-year endowment
~ t = V
t +1 , t = 0,1, ... , n - 1 and t ~ n •
3
We will assume throughout that the p's and ~'s satisfy
A > 0 for all t.~t -
These simply mean that there are no negative premium payments or nega-
tive death benefits.
In the sequel, we will take the ~'s as known and the p's to be
determined consistent with our optimality criterion.
Define the random variables X, Y and Z as follows:
X present value of the benefit payments
Y = present value of the premium paJ~ents
and Z y - X the present value of the net profit (to the insurance
company) .
It is clear that for these random variables
kIq = p[X = ~ ] = pry
x k P[Z = 0'k
k = O,l,2 t ••• and that for k 1 i , p[z = (] - 3 0 Jk 1.(.. o .
We propose to minimize the "profit variance fl
CI)
~ ,(Pk - ~k)2 klqk=O x
for variation in p's, subject to the constraint that
4This constraint is the familiar one that the expected present value of
the premium payments equals that of the benefit payments, i.e., E(X) = E(Y)
and therefore E(Z) = 0 .
Remark 1. The mean criterion is implicitly used to obtain net single
or net annual pr~~-tums in actuarial science literature. (See Jordan, IILife
Contin3encies.") For example, for whole life insurance where
the criteria E(Z) = 0 gives the net single premium
00
z
t=O
= A
x
P2 = ••• =·0 ,
i. e. , p = ~ = ••• = Ao 1 x
To obtain the net annual premium P , we have
~k = p + Pv + Pv2 + ••• + Pvk
A
x
and E(2) o gives
p =
a
x
The concept of variance, however, is not discussed in the standard
actuarial literature. The model we have developed which defines present
values of payments and benefits in terms of random variables, allows us to
naturally introduce the variance of these variables. Minimizing the profit
variance subject to keeping the net profit zero (or as we shall see later,
5at some fixed amount) puts high probability on profits near zero. Thus,
both the insurer and the insured are protected against large deviations
in profit. For this reason, we shall refer to this as the "safety"
criterion.
Although not dealt with in this paper, one could use this variance
concept to construct interval estimates of net profit for various types of
policies, make normal approximations to probabilities of loss and so on.
Remark 2. Notice that by taking the point of view that the present
values of the pa)~ents are kno~~ or to be determined, rather than the pay-
ments themselves, we need not specify the interest structure in advance.
For example, once the optimal o's are found, the actual premiums {Ot}
can be determined year by year according to the current interest rate.
ReI!lar~ 3. There are two important classes of ;3'5 which will yield us
explicit solut ions. They are
(1) ~O ~ ~l ~ ~ 0 ( p's nonincreasing)
and (2) o ~ ~O ~ ~l ~ ( ~'s nondecreasing)
3. THE ~~I~ RESlLTS
In this section, we present our main results. Proofs of these re-
sults are deferred to the Appendix. We consider monotone values of ~'s
6as described above in Remark 3.
3.1 Nonincreasing Premium Values
Assume that Po ~ PI ~ ... ~ 0 This situation is quite common for
whole life and term insurances. For variation of the a's subject to
00 00
and r ~kklqx' our concern is to find
k=O
what choices of
We have
.:)' S minimize
00
2
r (~k - ~k) klqx ' the profit variance .
k=O
Lewma 1. [nder the conditions outlined above,
where
:nin
tok !
*;> =
Proof: See the Appendix for all proofs.
Put another way, Lemma 1 states that min Var(Z) = Var(X) . Thus,
the profit variance is minimized when the insured pays a net single
premium at once.
In Lemma 2, we compare profit variances when a single premium is
made at age x + k for the entire policy at age x.
7Lemma 2. If for some fixed k ~ 0 , we have p = 0 for t < k and
and if Zk is the associated net profit random
variable, then
We are now ready to state our main result.
Theorem 1 . If for 0 ~ k , 0 ~m , we have Pt = 0 when t < k and
0 ~ ~k ~ .Jk-!-l < ... :: :) = .ok+m+l = °k+m+2 and if
Z(m) is the
-
, k+m k
associated net profit random variable, then
where Zk and Zk+m are the net profit random variables associated with
single pre~ium payments at year k and k + m , respectively.
Lemmas 1 , 2 and Theorem 1 and the continuity in the D.' s of
'1
V'ar(Z) indicate that Var(Z,(m) ) I var(Zk) as OJ ... Ok j = k + 1, k + 2, ...T ,1<
and Var(Z(m» t var(Zk+m) as P. .. 0 , j = k,k + 1 , ••• ,k + m - 1 .k J
Hence, if paying a single premium is unreasonable, then from the p,-int of
keeping the profit variance small, it is desirable tc ~ake the bulk of
the premium payments in the early years of the policy.
A criterion similar to that of minimizing profit variance can
be given in terms of median and mean absolute deviation. An associated
8result is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let m be a positive integer such that
~ m
.5 ~ ~ tJq and .5 ~ ~ tJq
t~ x t=O x
If we put p = PI = ... = ~ , then median(Z) = 0 and EJz-median(z)J0 m
is minimum among all policies for which the median is zero. [Of course,
~o ~ ~l ~ ••• .J
From the nature of the proof of Theorem 2, we can similarly conclude
that if the optimum net single premium solution is not practical, then in
view of minimizing the mean absolute deviation, it is best to payoff the
policy as soon as possible.
So far our discussion has stressed premium paying plans which
are fair [i.e., E(Z) = 0 ] and safe [i.e., Var(Z) is minimum] both to
the client and the insurance company. It is possible, however, that we
might want a premium payment plan which, subject to E(Z) = 0 , maximizes
p[z ~ OJ. This is a criterion £f profitability from the point of view of
the company. This criterion of profitability is not relevant when we have
median(z) = a since we always have p[Z ~ OJ ~.5 and P[z ~ OJ ~ .5 •
Suppose for definiteness, that we want to maximize P[Z ~ 0] subject
to E(2) = o. We have
9Theorem 3. Let Ck be the discounted net single premium associated with
Zk . That is,
00
L: ~ttlqx
t=OCk = 00
l: t!q
t=k x
Let k be such that Ck ~ ~ and Ck- 1 < ~k-l Then, if E(Z) = 0 ,k
P[z ~ OJ is maximum when Po = PI = ... = Pk- 1 = 0 and Pk = Pk+1 =
= Ck
In other words, Theorem 3 implies that to maximize the probability
of making a profit, the insurance company should require a single premium
payment at the "turning point" age x + k. More generally, if this
"best" premium payment plan is not feasible, it follows that the company
should seek only nominal premium payment~ until the "turning point" age
x + k is reached. This is in direct contrast to the "safety" criteria
which requires that the bulk of the payments be made in the early years.
Depending on the interest of the company, suitable adjustments should be
made between these two extremes to suit its particular needs.
The special case when for all t results in Pt = p for
all t by the "safety" criteria. Then Var(z) = 0 and p[z = OJ = 1 .
It follows that p[Z ~ OJ is also maximized and, hence, both the criteria
of "profitability" and "safety" have their optimal solution at the net
single premium of ~ .
10
3.2 ~ondecreasing Premium Values
Suppose now that <: ••• Clearly this is a common
situation when the benefit takes the form of annuities of certain types,
or of an insurance whose benefits increase in present value. In this
case, the solution for the minimum profit variance is trivial. Namely,
the profit variance can be made to equal zero by simply taking
4. OTHER EXPE~SES
o = Q
. t r-' t ·
The conclusions of the paper hold also if we change the constraint
E(Z) 0 to E(Z - L) = 0 ,where L is a "loading" constant assumed
not to depend upon the premium payments. In the context, the "safety"
criteria becomes more meaningful in that the company may wish to achieve
its fixed margin of profit L with the minimum of "risk."
5. C)~TI~rOLS CASE
All the results of this paper follow when one or both of the benefit
and premium payments are continuous. We generalize our model by defining
the random variable T = time of death beyond x for a person aged x.
x
For simplicity, we shall drop the subscript in T
x
since we are always
working with an individual aged x. We assume T is continuous with
probability density function f(t) •
11
Remark 4. The standard actuarial notation for probabilities of death and
survival can all be expressed in terms of f(t). For instance,
tPx = p(x survives t more years) = 1 - F(t) ,
where F(r) = PCT :: t)
= J: f(y)dy
~x+t = force of mortality
f(t)
1 - F(t)
a = P(x dies with t years)t·x
r
t
f(y)dy
t
.i 0
tlq = P(x survives t years and dies in the coming year)
x
=
f+l f(y)dy
t
The benefit (X), payment (Y) and profit (Z) random variables
are all functions of T. If, for instance, the payment made is annual
and the benefit paid at time of death, then
12
Y = Y(t)
= Pk if k - 1 ~ t < k, k = 0,1,2, ...
x = X(t)
~ t ~ 0l-'t
Z = Z(t)
= y - X
Then
E(X) f: x(t)f(t)dt
E(Y) = J: y ( t )f ( t ) d t
(Xl
= L: P t t lqxt=O
E(2) = J: [yet) - x(t)]f(t)dt
00
J:+
1
= z (Pk - ~k)f(t)dtk=O
All the proofs in the Appendix now follow if we replace summation signs
by integral signs with the corresponding modifications in notation.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix we establish properties of the variance of the net
profit random variable defined in Section 2. Our main result is Theorem
1. For convenience of presentation, we first establish some propositions,
00
L '3 'W by A.Itt
t=O
L tjq = p by Wk ~nd the expected benefitx k xt=k
Proposition AI. If ~ > Q > ••• > 0~O - ~l - - O~;J ~o <_
. 0 '1 and
wO,W 1,·· · are probabilities such that
00 00
L rJ t W t = L
Q W At"'t t .t=O t=O
Then,
6 (p
t
- A)(p
t
- A)w
t
S 0
t=O
00 00
(A. 1)
Proof: Observe that Z (Qt - A)(p t -A)w t = ~ (p t - A)~tWtt=O t=O
Since Pt is nondecreasing, there exists a to such that o - A ~ 0't
for t S to and Pt - A > 0 for t > to . Consequently, using the
nonincreasing property of ~ts
Q) to 00
0::"" (,:) - A) Q TN = L: (p
t
- A)~ w + 2: (p - A)~ w...J,
t=O . t t"'t t t=O t t t=tO+l t t t
to 00
~ Pt L (;') - A)w + ;3 L: (Ot - A)w t = 0 .0 t=O t t to t=tO+l
The inequality follows because 8 ~ Q
t t t"t
o
for all and
A2
is negative in this range of t. A similar argument gives the desired
inequality for the second term and the last equality is obtained because
co
A= L. ow
, t t
t=O
Proposition A2. Under the conditions of the above proposition,
QO co
(p - 2 (~ - A)2w (A.2)L: P ) w ~ ~
t=O t t t t=O t t
and the equality occurs if and only if Po = °1 A
Proof: By adding and subtracting A in (p
t
- p
t
) and then
taking the square, we obtain
:lO OQ co
'\' (~t 2 l: ( Pt A)2 Z (p A)2w- 3 ) w = - + -- It t tNt t tt=O t=O t=O
co
-2 L (pt - A)(~t - A)w t ·t=O
Csing Proposition Al and
equality.
00
z
t=O
(p - A)2w ~ 0 , we get the desired in-
t t
Finally, l:
t=O
oa
is strictly positive unless for
all t in which case E CPt - A)(~t - A)w t = 0 •t=O
A3
*In view of the fact that p and A are the same quantities, the
second part of the above proposition establishes Lemma 1.
In Lemma It we have already established that Var(x) = VareZa) •
Thus, to prove Lemma 2 it remains to establish that Var(Zk) ~
Var(Zt+l) for any positive integer k. Recall that Zk is the net profit
random variable associated with a single payment at year k t k ~ o. But
var(Zk) ~ Var(Zk+l) is a special case of c·~r more general result stated as
Theorem 1. We now prove this theorem.
is
Theorem 1.
t < k and
Let k and m be two nonnegative integers and
If
p = 0
t
Z(rn)
k
for
the net profit random variable associated with the above payment plan
then
(A.3)
where Zk is the net profit random variable associated with a single pay-
ment at k, k ~ 0 .
Proof: Let Yk
y(m)
t k and Yk+m be the present value of the pay-
ments random variables corresponding to Zk' z~m)
We recall that Z Y X Z(m) = y(m) - X andk = k - 'k k
and Zk+m' respectively.
where X is the random variable denoting the present value of the benefit.
Since
A4
var(Z~m» = Var(y~m) - X) = Var(y~m) Yk + Zk)
= Var(Zk) + Var(y~m) - Yk) + 2 COV(y~m) - Yk,Zk) ,
to establish var(Z~m) ~ Var(Zk) , it suffices to show that
Cov(y~m) - Yk,Zk) is nonnegative.
Let Ck denote the present value of the single premium payment at
year k . Then by the definitions of and
k+m-l
l:
t=k
P w +0 W =At t ' k+m k+m (..\ .4)
co
where recall that X takes values ~O'~l"" with probabilities
wO'w 1, ... , respectively. By (A.4) and the fact that Pk is increasing,
it follows that ~k ~ Ck ~ Pk+m' Hence, there exists a to between k
and k + m such that
p - c ~ 0 for t ~ tot k
and (A.S)
p - C ~ 0 for t > to .t k
Due to nonincreasing property of the ~'s we have
A5
c - ~ < C - ~ for t ::: tok t - k t o+1 (A.6)
> C - ~ for t > to- k .
t o+1
Using (A.5) and (A.6), we obtain
to k+m
L (Ck-~t)(Pt-Ck)Wt + L (Ck-Pt)(~t-Ck)Wt
t=k t=tO+1
00
+ ~ (Ck-~t)(Pk+m-Ck)Wt
t=k+m+l
to k+m
~ Z (Ck-~ )(0 -Ck)w + ~ (C -Q )(0 -c )w
t=k to+1 t t to+1
k t-'t O+1 . t k t
This proves the deisred inequality that Var(Zk) ~ var(Z~m» •
To prove Var(Zk+m) ~ var(Z~m» we again proceed in a similar manner.
Since
it suffices to show that is nonnegative. Let
Ck+m denote the present value of the single premium payment at year
k + m. Then
k+m-l
L:
t=k
nw +1""'1 W =A
"'"'t t r--'k+m k+m
A6
(A.7)
k+m-l
L.
t=k
By (A.7) and since P
t
is increasing and ~t"t is decreasing,
(~t+k - Pt +k) and Pk+m - Pt ~ Pk+m - ~k+m for all t ~ k + m. It
follows that
k+m-l
L:
t=k
00
1
I
0k+ )w ;
m t!
J
This completes the proof of the theorem.
In the remainder of this Appendix we establish our results correspond-
ing to the median optimality and the criterion of profitability. First,
consider the result corresponding to the median optimality.
Theorem 2. Let m be a positive integer such that .5 ~ ~ w
t
and
t=rn
.5 ~
m
L
t=O
w
t
If we put = ~m then for the corresponding
A7
net profit random variable Z, median Z = 0, and Elz - median(Z) I
is minimum among all policies for which the median is zero.
Proof: Since P t = ~m for all t and since ~O ~ ~l :::
obtain
m
P[Z ~ OJ = l: w = L wt ~ .5{t: Pt -~ t~O }
t t=O
and
we
(A.B)
p[z ~ OJ = w
t
=
00
:: .5
Clearly, mediart(Z) = 0 .
*
if
Let ;JO,P1'··· be any other sequence of total premium payments such
*t!1at for the corresponding Z variable, denoted by (Z ) , median is zero.
Then we must have
* *
,Jt - ~ <: 0 for t ~ m and tJ - ~ > 0 for t ~ m .t - t t -
*This, in particular, implies that Pm = ~m and
m 00
* * * *Elz - median(Z )1 = L: (~ - p t ) + L (p t - ~ )wt=O t t=m t t
m 00
*~ L: (~ - p )w + ~ (p - pt)w t since Ptt=O t m t mt=m
*is increasing and p - ~ - 0m - t"lm - m
= ElZ - median(Z) I
A8
Finally, we consider the criteria of profitability. Suppose we con-
sider all those premium payment plans PO'P1, .•• such that E(Z) = 0 ,
i.e.,
On the other hand,
CIO CIO
~ ~ w
t=O t t
co
(A.9)
P[z ~ OJ L: w ={t:Pt~~t} t
because ~t is nonincreasing and P
t
is nondecreasing and m denotes
the first time when Pt ~ ~t • Since p 'st are predetermined, to maximize
P[z ~ OJ we must find a pay:nent sequence such that the corresponding m
is the smallest. First, we confine our attention to a -single payment plan
at k for k = 0,1,2, .... For any such plan (A.9) implies that the dis-
counted net single premium for year k, Ck , must be equal to
For ~ny nonsingle payment plan PO'Ol' •.• with E(Z) = 0 , we obtain Ck~~k =
L:
i=O
p.w.
1 1
and, consequently,
CIO k-l
E (Ck - Pi)Wi = ~i=k i=O
P.W. ~ 0 .
1 1
(A.I0)
But Pi are nondecreasing therefore, if Ck - Pk < 0 , then Ck - Pi < 0
CIO
for all i > k and, consequently, Z (Ck - Pi)w i will be negative.i=k
This contradicts (A.IO). Hence, for any payment plan PO,P 1 , ... t we
must have Ck ~ Pk . Thus, if Pk ~ ~k for the first time at k = m ,
then there exists a single payment plan such that the corresponding
is also greater than ~ .m Since P[Z ~ OJ
A9
C
m
corresponding
Theorem 3.
to C can not be smaller than the P[Z ~ OJ corresponding to
m
po'P l , ..• · Thus, the following theorem.
Let Ck be the discounted net single premium such that for
the associated Zk' E(Zk) = O. Let k be such that Ck ~ ~k and
Ck- 1 < ~k-l. Then among all possible payment plans satisfying E(Z) = 0 ,
the plan which maximizes p[Z ~ OJ is given by the single premium payment
at k, i.e., p = ••• =o and
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